The Prague Shopping Advisor, Part 1

One of the most impressive shopping experiences ever: The enormous Kolbenova flea market / Bleší trhy Kolbenova.
Antiques are rare, but affordable. The rest is everything from junk to tyres, refrigerators and detergents. And there's
beer and sausages, too...

It's one of the paradoxes of Globalisation: Shopping gets more and more difficult.
It's not everyday shopping at home I am talking about, but shopping abroad as a
way of getting to know a foreign culture: Souvenirs off the beaten path and beyond
the usual kitsch avalanche, gifts for those at home, local food and country specific
products. Supermarkets and shop chains are expanding worldwide, H&M, Zara, Louis
Vuitton & co. are available almost everywhere, hence in Prague as well, kicking out
the local businesses that can't afford the outrageous rents in central shopping
streets. The sophisticated traveller (not the one with the big wallet, but the one with
the good taste) should not waste precious time looking for something „special“,
unusual, typical in a sea of mainstream shops. Here's how to.
You find a list with all shops named in the text plus details at the end of this article.

Therefore Prague's expensive and globalised shopping streets and malls are not the focus of
this text, with a few exceptions, of course. I will rather try to abduct and guide you to, and
through, this and that little lane, often downtown, but quite a few times also to quarters and
neighbourhoods you'd never consider to visit within a „regular“ tourist itinerary. But that's a bit
the idea in all my articles and guides: To point out the unknown, even if it's about something
one finds in every other guide, but maybe with less
background.
But lets's start conventionally, with my all time
favourite, Botanicus, as it's right in the city centre.
It's a beautiful store for herbal products and natural
cosmetics that runs its own farm outside Prague and
doesn't use any chemicals or artificial preservatives.
It's a pleasure to walk in and have a look, even
without any shopping, unless it is crowded by noisy,

mostly Asian (sorry…) tour groups whose guides yell translations across the rooms. The shop is
right behind Týn Church, close to Old Town Square / Stároměstské náměstí, accessible from
Týnská, the little street on the left of the church, when you pass through the gateway at its
end. And there is a trick to get rid of the crowds: If you know already what you'd like to buy,
leave the shop and walk back in the direction of the gateway, turn left and enter Botanicus'
other shop there, which is usually almost empty, but less picturesque. The various kinds of
products on the shelves and the labels on their packages and bottles are all in Czech and
English and they accept credit cards.
Herbal products, bathroom cosmetics, accessories and
related, largely hand made products as well as traditional
quality souvenirs are also the focus of another genuine
Czech chain of quite visual shops called Manufaktura.
They have two different kinds of outlets: One is subtitled
„Home Spa“, which you find rather in shopping centres like
Palladium, opposite the Municipal House / Obecní dům,
the other one „Original Czech Tradition“, which focuses
more on tasteful hand made souvenirs and gift articles.
These shops you find in Old Town / Staré město, in
Melantrichova 17, Karlova 26, Celetná 12, and on the
other side of the river, in Lesser Town or Malá Strana in
Mostecká 17 and in Zlatá ulička u Daliborky, that's the
Golden Lane at Prague Castle, and at Prague airport. Their
self description starts with „We established our company
with the aim to preserve and present Czech and Moravian
craft which is in danger of disappearing nowadays.“
(Karlova and Mostecká are the two streets at each bank of
the river connected by Charles Bridge.)
Many guests ask me about the famous Bohemian glass. A glassmaker in the Bohemian Forest,
in the South-West of the Czech Republic, bordering Bavaria, found in 1683 the secret of
producing cut or crystal glass and thus triggered the beginning of a success story. You will find
plenty of shops in downtown Prague overboarding with tons of kitschy glass junk, yet only a
few that offer classy old and new creations. One of the most traditional and more conservative
companies is Moser, founded in 1855 In Carlsbad / Karlovy Vary, whose shops you find in Na
Příkopě street and on Old Town Square /
Staroměstské náměstí, where the company has its
own museum.
Artěl, the company of US expat Karen Feldman,
has a new approach and impresses with designer
creations. The name derives from a group of
renowned artists from the first half of the 20th
century, dedicated to applied arts, a bit comparable
to Bauhaus or Wiener Werkstätten. Artěl's
concept, store is in Platnéřská, two more shops
are in Celetná street and at the beginning of U
Lužického seminaře, the street on your right
when arriving at the Lesser Town end of Charles
Bridge. You can see the shop from the bridge. This
little street, leading to the Kafka Museum, David
Černý's republican pissers and Prague's narrowest
lane, is in general recommendable for good
souvenir shopping.
Even if these trademarks are generally known and
their shops everywhere: It's simply interesting to
know that two of the most famous Austrian glass
brands, Swarowski and Riedel, have their roots
in former Bohemia.

Artěl's shop window in U Lužického seminaře street.

Even if these are not hidden jewels,
jewels they are. If you prefer more
avantgarde, have a look at Qubus,
one
of
the
two
shops
of
internationally
awarded
designer
Jakub Berdych, whose aim is
„presenting above all contemporary
Czech and conceptual design of world
wide known names and brands“. The
special interest magazine Material
Times says about this remarkable
personality: „Jakub Berdych was
born in Prague in 1971. His CV
describes him as a stonemason,
sculptor, designer, collector restorer,
art manager and founder of Qubus
Design, a Czech art studio which he
Qubus + Křehký shop in Rámová 3.
established with Maxim Velčovský,
Photo www.qubuskrehky.cz
also a designer, back in 2002. He has
worked hard for fifteen years, especially as an art manager and glass manufacturing manager
trying to develop his own production. His design range is wide – from conceptual art to product
design, interior design, architecture as well as free art.“ The Qubus Design Studio is in
Rámová 3, just three streets north of above mentioned Botanicus, the other shop is called
DOX by Qubus and is part of the DOX Center for Contemporary Art, Prague's largest and
internationally recognised modern art museum, close to alternative Cross Club with its unique
steam punk design and metro C station Nádraží Holešovice.
GOF+FA, the „Gallery of Functional and Fine Art“, presenting
new and unique glass creations and other design products,
offers a specialty: Workshops for customers to originate their
own glass souvenir. The shop is in Malé náměstí, the „small
square“, under the arcades close to Old Town Square, direction
Charles Bridge.
When I recently passed Jilská 14, a few steps away from Malé
náměstí, and almost exactly opposite the Absintherie liquor
store and museum (Worth while a visit as well. Absinth is
available mainly in France and here) I realised that the entrance
I had taken a picture of a few months before looked different.
Curious, I entered and found much to my surprise a brand new
shop with interesting Czech designer glassware and a very
friendly shopkeeper. I promised to promote his business, which
herewith I am doing. Flexup sells products of established
names from the country's design scene as well as creations by
students of the Czech art schools.

Make your own souvenir: Tony
Manto's GOF+FA Gallery.

As we're already in the world of design, I'll tell you about the three -ista shops. They don't
belong together, even though there is some cooperation, and it's just a curious coincidence
that their names have similar endings, that they belong to similar categories and that they are
equally recommendable. Kubista is one of them, originally, and maybe again, the museum
shop of the Museum of Cubism. This museum was until 2012, and will be from winter 2015
on, located on the upper floors of the House of the Black Madonna / Dům U Černé Matky
Boží in Celetná street, the first Cubistic building ever, right above the only Cubistic café in the
world, the Grand Café Orient. Cubism in architecture is a solely Czech fenomenon, about
which I will write in a separate article. This shop sells, among other art objects, replicas of rare
Cubistic interior design creations and porcellain.
Another -ista is Modernista whose subject is a „collection of meticulously restored original
furniture items from the 1930s“ and is thus chronologically almost seamlessly continuing

Pavel Janák's famous Cubistic coffee set from 1911. The original is an exhibit at the Museum of Decorative Arts /
Uměleckóprůmyslové muzeum, copies are available at Kubista.

Kubista's concept, albeit independently and more focussed on furniture. They do have some
Cubistic replicas as well and have four outlets: At the Municipal House, at the Rudolfinum
concert hall, then right across the street at the Museum of Decorative Arts /
Uměleckoprůmyslové muzeum (One of my favourites, closed for renovation till 2017) and,
as a very recent addendum, at the Vinohradský Pavilon, the former market hall which is
now a very attractive center for design and art.
If you happen to visit the small
architecture
museum
Galerie
Jaroslava Frágnera, the Jaroslav
Frágner Gallery, which is located in
the former rectory of the Bethlehem
Chapel / Betlémská kaple right
opposite, you bump as well into
Futurista
Universum,
a
shop
dedicated to Czech design in general,
closely cooperating with Kubista.
By the way: If you happen to be in
Prague during the second or third
week of October, check the web for
DesignBlok, the annual design show
which, apart from its unusual
locations,
always
pleases
with
outstanding creativity and very
interesting display innovation.

The Modernista outlet at the Vinohradský Pavilon. If you take a closer
look you see the replica of a Cubistic chair at the center right.

A Mucha vase by Jarmila MuchaPlocková, after a design from his
Documents décoratifs, 1902.
Combination of glass and tin,
silver-coated. Photo:
www.muchaplockova.com

Design is what later on art historians often call a style, even if
design rather focuses on the interior of a building and its
equipment (plus fashion, jewels etc.) than on architecture. But if
you think about Art Nouveau, it covered a lot of what you would
call design nowadays. One of the pioneers of early visual design
was Alphonse Mucha, the Czech pioneer of Art Nouveau painting
and in particular of poster design. His career was determined by a
technological innovation – a French invention in colour lithography
which made poster printing easy, and a pure coincidence: A
famous actress who desperately needed a poster painter for her
new show. Mucha then also designed jewellery, among other
things. There's much more to this, that's why you can read about
this in a different story.
Why I am mentioning this here is, that Mucha's granddaughter
Jarmila Mucha-Plocková continues in her granddad's tradition
designing jewellery and selling it in her Art&Design Boutique in
Maiselova 5, opposite the Maiselova Synagoga, half way
between Old Town Square and the Jewish Museum.
Right close to the Mucha boutique is Ogivi, a small shop
specialised in fragrances and fragrant candles. Even if this is not a
shop selling typical Czech products, their choice of exclusive
trademarks, the natural ingrediences and the design are worth
while a look.
Talking about jewels: A very asked for gem is the unique Czech
garnet, the Český granát, one of the Czech national symbols,
with a very old history. Lots of (souvenir) shops advertise it, only a
few sell the original, which must be flame red and has a maximum
size of 6 mm. There is only one company mining it, called Granát
Turnov, and their outlets in Prague are in Dlouhá 28, about 400
m from Old Town Square in the direction of Revoluční street, in
Pánská pasáž, that's the small shopping arcade connecting Na
Příkopě 23, the large pedestrian street, and Ovocní trh, the
square between the Estates Theatre and Celetná street, or rather
the Dům u Černé Matky Boží with its Cubistic Museum, the
Kubista shop and the Cubistic Grand Café Orient. If you buy
garnets at other shops, ask for a certificate.

On the Ovocní trh side of
the passage you find a shop
with a long Austro-Czech
tradition: Knize. Josef Kniže, a Czech men's custom
tailor, opened his shop in Vienna in 1858. He must have
been outstandingly successful, as in 1885 he was named
Purveyour to the (Imperial and Royal) Court (If you see
the acronym „k. u. k.“ on some shops or documents in
Austria and sometimes also here, that's what it means in
German), and his heirs had Czech architect Adolf Loos
design his shop at Vienna's exclusive Graben street
(„Moat“, the same street name like Na Příkopě in
Prague) in 1910. In 1934 Knize (In German speaking
Austria Czech immigrants often left away the Czech
accents, afraid of not being enough upmarket...) opened
one of several European subsidiaries (Paris, Berlin) in
Prague, hardly 50 m from their present shop, which was,
as all other private businesses, nationalised with the
takeover of the Communists in 1948. In 2012 Knize
came back to Prague, selling, apart from their own
tailor-made men's fashion, other trademarks as well.
A garnet brooch. Photo: Radek
Tomášek, www.e-obzor.cz

From Bohemia to Austria and back to today's Czech
Republic: Knize.

One of the numerous shows at Mercedes Benz sponsored Prague Fashion Week 2015. Photo: www.mbpfw.com

Thus, we arrived at the world of fashion. Even if Prague's heydays as a fashion capital were the
years from 1918 (end of WW I and national independence) till 1938 (Hitler's invasion), fashion
and design have been experiencing a revival since the Velvet Revolution in 1989. This has been
supported by lots of initiatives by local art and fashion schools as well as design organisations.
Here, I will enumerate a few of the young local designers that showed up on the fashion scene
in recent years, but leave out the international brands that you find at home as well.
Sistersconspiracy is one of these labels, established by art and design school graduates
Alice Klouzková and Jana Jetelová in 2005. They focus on handmade men's wear and
cooperate with graphic artists Silvie Luběnová, Marie Hladíková, Mikuláš Macháček,
Tomáš Varga and Richard-Rozhoň-Mutanta, just in case you bump into these names, e.g.
during Prague Fashion Week in spring and/or autumn, in 2016 from
March 16 till 23. The startup has a showroom in Prague's Letná
district, right between the Veletržní palác building of the National
Gallery, the National Technical Museum and the traditional Erhartova
cukrárna café and pastry shop.
Less formal and more colourful is the boutique of Julia Novák and her
team, Julius Fashion. It is located in Ostrovní street 20, in the
slowly awakening quarter between Národní and Spálená streets
with quite a few alternative cafés, the interesting Nová sín gallery
and the funky Mosaic House hostel mentioned above. They also sell
Socks in box, designed by Czech fashionista Iva Neumanová,
otherwise available only via the sock producer's e-shop.
Leeda is the name of a young fashion designer who just recently
proudly announced that one of the awarded stars at Tokyo Film
Festival 2015 was wearing her creations. She has her shop not far
away from Julius Fashion, across Národní street, in historically most
interesting Bartolomějská street 1. She also initiated METRÁŽ, a
project supporting homeless women, showing them how to make
some money by creating design with second-hand fashion jewellery.

"Cardigan-coat" Pu55yCat by
Julius Fashion for €73. Photo
Julius Fashion.

Navarila is a label established already since 1992.
The name is an antonym of fashion designer
Martina Nevařilová, who today belongs to one of
the top Czech fashion creators. Her focus are
knitwear collections for everyday wear and for all
those, who search a brand with a design touch. One
of her two boutiques is in Haštalská 8/939, midway
between Old Town Square and the Agnes Monastery
or Anežský klášter, now the department for
Medieval art of the National Gallery, a very fine
museum with a well documented collection.
I will not elaborate much further on this – there's The Navarila boutique in Haštalská. Photo
plenty of genuine Czech fashion, and therefore rather Navarila
recommend a quite comprehensive and well
commented overview which I found paradoxly on a real estate portal.
Now this is a topic where I'm really good at: Bookshops and antiquariats, the latter meanwhile
even more so, as I need (and honestly love to buy) lots of literature on Prague and the country
in general to study history and culture.
If you don't speak Czech, that's most probably the majority of you,
you need foreign language literature, most probably in English,
German or French. No. 1 for you is therefore presumably
Shakespeare&Sons whose shop is easy to find – cross Charles
Bridge direction Malá Strana, make a U-turn at its end, cross the
little square there where you find also Artěl and Prague's most
renowned puppet maker and turn left, where you bump into that
shop at U Lužického semináře 10. They also run an e-shop with
about 250,000 titles. They have, of course, all sorts of guide books
on Prague and the Czech Republic, but also Czech authors in
English and, of course, Pragensia off the guide book content. Check
for Kafka, Rilke, Werfel, I also found Max Brod, Kafka's best
friend and the one to whom we owe the fact that we can read
Kafka at all.
The largest mainly English bookshop in Prague is a café as well,
called Globe. Globe also has a reading club and stages frequent
events. The store/café is in Pštrossová 6, a few steps from
Charles' Square or e.g. the very active local Goethe Institut, as
we are already talking about literature here.

Shakespeare&Sons - a good
start for roaming Prague's
printed treasures.

The Oxford Bookshop has a more academic touch and „offers a
wide choice of books in English, French, German, Spanish, Russian
and Portuguese“ in its self description. It is more focussed on a
Czech clientele and located in Opletalova street, close to
Wenceslas Square. The shop's mother company, Megabooks, also
runs a French bookshop inside the Institut Français in
Štěpánská street on the other side of the square and an Academic
bookshop in Kateřinská street for foreign language literature with
a focus on medicine.
What really catches me are Prague's antiquariats: Beautiful stores,
lots of interesting literature and quite a bit in foreign languages –
German primarily, as this was the language of Kafka, Rilke, Brod,
Meyrink, Kisch, Leppin and so on – witnesses of a gone world. My
favourite is the První podzemní antikvariát, the First Basement
Antiquariat, in Hybernská street, opposite Masaryk railway
station. The hallway is painted hilariously, then you walk downstairs

The hallway leading to the
První podzemní antikvariát.

and enter an almost mystic, but very cosy world of old books,
posters, pictures and other stuff. In winter they have the fireplace
on, the employees are sitting at desks full of stuff in the midst of
the spacious vaults and one has almost the impression of a Hobbit
house. The website is in Czech only, so I gave you the link to the
foreign language books.
Just around the corner, almost directly opposite the former Café
Arco, Antikvariát Dlážděná lets you have a glimpse of the past.
Yet, you won't find too much that might catch your attention unless
you speak Czech. But their website has a full text search, and with
a bit of patience you will bump into something interesting. Enter
e.g. „Prague“ into the little search box on the top left, and then
click on hledat. If you'd like to buy some of the books enumerated,
click on the shopping trolley. Then a green box pops up, saying
(Title) byl přidán do nákupního košíku, the title has been added to
the shopping trolly. Then click on nákupního košíku, and if you're
sure you want that title, click on objednat, i.e. „order“. Then
you're asked to fill in e-mail address, first name, family name,
street and no., city, country, postal code and phone number. The
ordering procedure is automatically set on „personal pick up“, so
that you can continue to the overview by clicking on Přehled
objednávky, and if all is ok you click on odeslat objednávku, i.e.
„send“. After a day or so you get a mail telling you when you can
pick up the book and – bingo – you finally have a reason to show
up at the antiquariat…

"Die lustige Witwe", the
German version of "The Merry
Widow", not the operetta, but
volume 3 of Vladimír Neff's
pentalogy "Reasonable
Marriages", almost biographic
novels of two well to do families
between 1860 and 1945 that
render a comprehensive picture
of the life in Prague, Bohemia
and Czechoslovakia in the 2nd
half of the 19th century till WW
II. A must read; so far I found
it only in German. Maybe you
bump into it in one of the
Prague antiquariats.

This reminds me to tell you also how to find the books you'd like to
have and the stores that have them: Můj antikvariát is an online
database of 138 second hand bookstores in the country. It's in
Czech, but If you enter the title (preferrable) you are looking for
into the search box, or the author, you get all available copies in all shops that have them on
stock. If you are patient enough to look through the lists you will for sure find a shop in your
neighbourhood convenient for you to go to. I found some of my highlights for CZK 100 and
less. I tested Můj antikvariat with a title I recently acquired, „Streitbares Leben“, Max Brod's
very interesting autobiography, which led me to Antikvariát 11, a shop in Bělehradská
street, 15 minutes walking from ARCO guesthouse and not far away from I.P. Pavlova metro
stop. Their website has an English version and makes shopping easier.
Another bookshop worth while visiting is the second hand department of Knihkupectví
Aurora in Spálená 53, opposite the „MY“ department store, close to U Medvídků restaurant
and brewery, around the corner of Café Louvre and right at the Národní třída stop of tram
line 22 and thus easy to reach from ARCO guesthouse.
For German readers there's some more information online: Bücher in Prag, „books in Prague“,
is a blog describing bookshops and antiquariats selling German language books. The blog is a
bit outdated but still valuable. And, of course, the city's bilingual past is on offer in a relatively
young institution called Prager Literaturhaus deutschsprachiger Autoren, the Prague
House of Literature of German (speaking) Writers. It was one
of the last initiatives of the last survivor of Prague's German
speaking literary world – Lenka Reinerová, who knew people
like Egon Erwin Kisch personally. You can't buy books there,
but borrow them from their library. Hop on tram 22 and go four
stops till Štěpánská, and you stand right in front of it.
Last but not least the very interesting publisher of Pragensia in
Czech, German and English: Vitalis, with its cute little shop right
inside Prague Castle in Golden Lane no. 22. You can visit it with
one of the Castle tickets they sell at the information centre.

The Vitalis bookshop at Prague
Castle. Photo: Vitalis

Vast,
dusty,
chaotic,
everything:
Kolbenova
market.
A pastry
booth
at thecharming,
Jiřího z Poděbrad
street
market. flea
At the
center right you see a Koláč, a Pizza shaped yeast cake

When I was a child there were very few supermarkets in my hometown Vienna. In fact, I
rather associated shopping with street markets. In the 1980s they almost threatened to
disappear before they experienced a great revival with a richly enhanced product line, together
with a new spirit in terms of healthy food. When I came to Prague in 2005, I missed this
important detail of the urban landscape. There, the open air markets had disappeared with the
takeover of Communism in 1948 and hesitatingly came back in 2011. Now they are booming.
There's basically three kinds of markets: Farmers' markets
offering fruit and vegetables, local specialities, sometimes
including little eateries, booths that offer wine or brandies,
dairy products, organic food, flowers and a widened palette
at occasions like public holidays or street parties. I love the
(rare) stands with Slovak goat cheese, in particular those
where you get grilled Oštiěpok, and those selling regional
sweets like Frgál, that's the pizza-size flat cakes with
white cheese and/or poppy seeds, jam and other additives,
often richly adorned. My favourite farmers' market is the
one in Jiřího z Poděbrad square, in front of Jože
Plečnik's unique church. It is easy to reach as metro A
has its homonymous station there, and it runs from
Wednesday to Saturday. The Saturday market is
sometimes part of some street party, has live music or
focuses on specialties. There's very few tourists, but quite
a number of expats living in the area. Another highlight is
the market at Náplavka, the former point of landfall of
the log drivers. It's a few hundred metres south of Palacký
square / Palackého náměstí, right below the little old
watergauge tower. There's a little museum on the history of

One of the few Slovak cheese booths at a
temporary market on Vyšehrad hill.

the log driving on the other side of
the riverside street. The Náplavka
market is more of a lifestyle event
than a regular fruit and veggie
market, offering beer specialities,
raw food, regional food, fine wines,
pancakes or home made sausages.
The farmers' market in Týlovo
náměstí square, close to metro C
station I.P. Pavlova also has a quite
large offering.
The most central markets are the
one in Havelská street, unmissably
situated right at the beaten tourist
path from Můstek to Old Town
Square, overpriced and souvenir
laden, and the one at the beginning
Relaxed atmosphere at the Týlovo náměstí flea market. See the
of
V celnici street, close to
following page.
Palladium
shopping
mall
and
opposite Municipal House. Yet, they lack the charm of the other ones. There are quite a few
more neighbourhood markets a bit farther off the centre. More on Czech food and the local
cuisine in a separate article.
During Advent and Easter you have, of course, the typical seasonal markets which, I have to
admit, are not as attractive as those in Vienna, but some of them like the one at námestí
Míru square are really charming. The largest ones are the market at Old Town Square and the
one at the lower end of Václavské náměstí / Wenceslas square.

Gingerbread winter scene at the Christmas exhibition at the Botanical Garden of Charles University.

My personal Christmas highlight is a small but incredibly delightful annual exhibition of home
made cookies, traditional Christmas decoration and folklife customs at one of the greenhouses
of Charles University's Botanical garden / Botanická zahrada Přírodovědecké fakulty UK
v Praze. There's more to look at than to buy, but it is absolutely worth a visit, and the few
things that you can buy are quite unique. It usually runs from the last week of November till
Jan. 2nd and opens daily. You find it right at the tram stop Botanická zahrada (Don't mix it
up with the large Botanical garden close to the zoo!), one tram stop south of Karlovo

náměstí square, lines 6, 18 and 24. From there you walk uphill Benátská street for about
200 metres and enter a rather inconspicuous garden door and then turn right in the direction
of the greenhouse. You pay a little entrance fee of CZK 50 / € 2. Everything is in Czech, which
prevents you from understanding the explanations of certains exhibits or about forgotten
customs, but that doesn't cut you off from the visual experience. The don't allow photography,
though.
Something you shouldn't miss are Prague's flea
markets / Bleší trhy, even if this is not so easy.
My personal no. 2 is the small but very pretty
one in Týlovo náméstí, (Click on the little
drop-down menu on the right where it says
„Čeština“ and then on „Angličtina“ for English or
„Němčina“ for German) there, where during the
week the fruit and veggie market is located. It
runs every last Saturday of the month from the
end of May till the end of October. It is a
pleasure to walk through the short shady alley,
there are not too many people and hardly any
pickpockets, and the stuff displayed is how one
imagines a real flea market. My no. 1, however,
is right the opposite: Vast, dirty, lots of people, Dyzajn Market, open air weekend markets for young
but absolutely unique: The weekend market in design startups.
Kolbenova street, a neglected former industrial area. It has the size of several soccer fields
and offers almost everything one can sell. (For me it is even more colourful than the former
Marché aux puces close to the Péripherique ring road at the Porte de Clignancourt in Paris.
What's there nowadays is much too clean and too professional.)
To reach the Kolbenova market you get off metro B at the homonymous station, turn right at
the exit, cross the street and have CZK 20 ready for the entrance fee. It runs all year, every
Saturday and Sunday from 7 a.m. (!) till 1 or 2 p.m. I hope they will never clean it up.
Last but not least, there are several small open air design markets, mostly on weekends, called
Dyzajn Market, mostly on the Piazetta between the National Theatre and its Nová Scéna
building, and/or at the Mosaic House, a fabulously styled youth hostel and music bar close to
Karlovo náměstí square.

All year Easter shop in one of the backyards of Wenceslas Square.

